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The Audio Tour Guide is a easy to operate tour guide solution that 
will provide personal interactive audio interpretation for museums, 
heritage and attraction sites.

As visitors walk around the site they are able to activate audio mes-
sages by pressing corresponding exhibit numbers and pressing the 
play button. The audio can be heard by listening to the handsets 
in-built speaker (telephone style). The handset also features 2 head-
phone sockets so we can supply headphones for visitors who would 
prefer not to hold the handset to listen. Personal induction loops are 
also available.

When the handset is playing a message it can be paused, volume 
increased or skip to next track. Multi-language options are available 
and each handset will hold just over 1,000 minutes of high quality 
audio, but this can be increased if required.

The programming and updating of the audio handsets can be done by 
us and delivered to you ready to play. Or, if you prefer we can supply 
the software which will allow you to create and update your own audio 
tours via the drag and drop software interface.

How is it fitted?
The audio tour guide requires no fitting as they are “stand alone” hands 
on units. The charging and programming dock is used as a storage 
device for the handsets when not in use. We have 2 docks available, a 
10 or 50 way.
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